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Renege on a deal with a Dragon Lord, and become part of his hoarde.It wasn't easy raising three

girls with Fae blood in the Outlands. If Kailigh wasn't busy chasing them out of the local taverns, she

was busy teaching them to hunt, shoot and kill- to fight against flesh traffickers from the Cities,

prowling town for girls to send to rich patrons.And now, with the youngest shot and fighting for her

life, Kailigh has no choice but to petition for the help of the Dragon Lord Maddugh, King of Coal and

Mountain.Only he's no fool- he knows right away Kai isn't quite human. And three girls of courting

age? He's not about to let them slip through his fingers when his men are wanting for mates with

even a drop of magical blood. So she'll have to strike a bargain. He'll save her daughter's life, and

help her hunt the man responsible, but he has a price.A price he demands Kailigh pay in flesh.The

Mountain King is Emma Alisyn's first dragon shifter urban fantasy romance, set several hundred

years after a nuclear war on Earth. For readers who enjoy the following genres: Urban Fantasy

Romance Paranormal Romance Futuristic, dystopian, alternative history or post apocalyptic

romance Futuristic SteampunkMountain King has a heat level of 3-4 (one to two intimate scenes

with softer language.) Readers who enjoy titles from Emma's favorite authors like May Sage and

Grace Draven will enjoy Mountain King. For fast paced, romantic tension in a unique setting,

download now.
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Overall I liked this book. I liked the post apocalyptic Wild West world building with added steampunk

elements. I liked the heroine, especially as she is a more mature woman with grown daughters.

However, I did feel that in some cases she made some very poor choices because she was too

busy being stubborn to think things through. Being strong doesn't always mean standing alone, it

means using your resources wisely.One of the things that I did find very irritating (and this is

something that frequently happens with self-published books) was poor editing and improper word

choice. One example -- one pleads a case or makes a plea, one does not plight a case. Plight does

not equal plea. In addition, random apostrophes are one of my pet peeves. An apostrophe indicates

possession NOT a plural. And yes, I am one of those irritating people who think that grammar does

matter in storytelling.

Kailigh is a woman living alone with three daughters.They live in a mining town.Their surroundings

aren't exactly friendly.But these ladies are as rough and tough enough to take care of

themselves.When her youngest daughter is injured, Kailigh is forced to seek help from Maddugh,

the dragon shifter that controls their area.Maddugh strikes a bargain with Kailigh, which requires she

and her daughters to return to his home and choose suitable males to mate with.As the ruler, he is

concerned about replenishing his ranks.And these unique women are just what is needed. They are

all equally beautiful, equipped with have warrior skills, honor, and prowess.MAddugh is instantly

taken with Kailigh, yet she feels it's a waste of time because she has three grown daughters and

has no time or want for love. Maddugh is relentless in his pursuit, no matter how Kailigh tries to

resist his charm.Her daughters are as different as night and day and have strong personalities.As

does Maddugh's sons.This was a great book, looking forward to the next one to see how and if the

daughters choose mates.

This story is fantastic and not to be passed by.It takes place after a great war happens that opened

a riff in our dimension pull powerful beings in to our world and trapping them here. The rich live in

dome cities everyone else lives in the outlands. That where Kailigh raised her 3 amazingly gifted

daughters. Normally no one crosses them but a flash trafficker named Ruthus wants her youngest



and will stop at nothing to get her. In the last kiddanaping attempt the youngest Cinvarra was shot

and she is dieing. One man/ dragon might be able to save her but at what price. Nothing is free.Lord

Maddugh is a powerful Dwyrkin with 3 grown sons of his own. His people will be dieing out soon if

new blood isn't found and added to his clan. When Kailigh shows up demanding his help his interest

is stirred then he sees her daughters he knows why and that seals thier fate!Wow I loved this new

world Emma Alisyn created. This was an amazing story it's like falling into a new universe. One you

don't want to leave. It's got amazing characters, one hot dragon lord who is determined to get his

lady, bad guys and more. Don't miss out on this one I couldn't stop reading! I can't wait for the other

book is the series to come out! I am hooked

I voluntarily reviewed an ARC of this book. This author has an amazing talent for creating

extraordinary worlds and describing them in such vivid detail that you truly feel you are there.This

story takes place after a great war caused a rift in a dimension that pulled powerful beings in to our

world and trapped them here. The rich live in domed cities while everyone else lives in the outlands.

Kailigh raised her 3 gifted warrior-like daughters in the outlands. In a recent kidnapping attempt the

youngest daughter was shot and she is dying from a reaction to the lead. One of the powerful

dragons might be able to save her but there will definitely be a cost because, of course, nothing is

free.Lord Maddugh is a powerful dragon with 3 grown sons of his own. His people will be dying out

soon if they don't find new blood. When Kailigh shows up demanding his help he's interested and

then he sees her daughters and that gives him a great idea!! I couldn't stop reading! There is a

cliffhanger so I can hardly wait for the next books in the series to see what happens next!!!

The main character is a weird mix between headstrong independent mother and real woman. The

line isn't flirted with very fluidly and leaves the reader jumping from one persona to the other within

the same paragraph.The story line is interesting though lacks a little ironing out. More detail and

background information would be helpful for setting the scene.I think this would be a great rough

draft as far as amature writers go. It has amazing potential that I think a honest editor could have

helped the author with.Like I said, this book was okay and had the ability to be great but it seems it

was rushed to release instead of taking the extra time needed to make it great.I'll probably check

back in a couple years to see how the author continues to grow.

interesting concept, a youngish woman and her 3 teenagers surviving out in the "wilderness" set in

a world that fell/2 parallel realities colliding. When Kaileigh's youngest daughter is badly injured she



sets out to get the only help that could save her youngest. the dragon lord, his price as they were

not quite human to be allowed to woo her and her daughters. the story weaves around the troubles

of a headstrong woman set in her ways and an equally stubborn man who wants her. the story

grabs your imagination and finding yourself at the end of the book before you know it. worth the

read
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